Lincoln Owl Rescue
Lincoln Owl Rescue works diligently to operate an owl
rescue service - rescuing and caring for injured owls
and returning them to the wild asap. They have a small
private collection of owls which they use to educate
young people and help raise funds to support their
centre. For more information visit @lincolnowlrescue
Recently we welcomed Lincoln Owl Rescue to our school. They brought with them a collection of owls which the
children were able to view at close proximity. They were given information about prey, habitats, life cycle,
different species, nocturnal & diurnal species. Many children commented that they had not seen an owl before.
Julie & Mark were both highly impressed by the thoughtful questions asked by the children and the vocabulary
& terminology they used:
 Jake Y6: How long does it take for an owl
to make a nest?
 What are their predators in the wild?
 Sam Y1: Why are an owl’s eyes so big?
 Cerys Y1: Do owls hibernate?
Do you know the answers to these questions?
This was a very exciting and successful visit and we would like to invite Lincoln Owl Rescue back to Stanford
School in the summer term in a fundraising capacity. At this event (under the supervision of a guardian) pupils
will be able to stroke or hold an owl & have their photograph taken. Proceeds will be split between the Lincoln
Owl Rescue and Stanford School.

Dear Miss Lucas
We have had an amazing day. The children certainly kept us on our toes with some of the thoughtful
questions they asked. We were very impressed with their language especially some of them at such a
young age. They actually asked some questions that we've never been asked before. They all listened
so attentively and such beautiful behaviour. Please thank each and every one of them for their
enthusiasm and interaction with us. We are really looking forward to coming back to see you all in the
summer term & we may bring some different owls with us.
Best wishes
Julie & Mark Adams (Lincoln Owl Rescue)

